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suddenly appears in such large quantities in Rhodes and
the distant Cyprus, the tell-tale relic, as so often, that survives
when all else has perished. There can be no doubt whose
power is directing that sudden thrust of Aegean enterprise
to the south-east.
Now the kings of Mykenai were Minoan in civilization
but very probably Greek, Aryan, by language. They are
Minoan with a difference. They wore beards, whereas Cretans
were clean-shaven, and attached value, probably magical,
to amber, for which Cretans did not care. Evidently the
cultures of Crete and of Argolis were far from being identically
the same.
Mykenai succeeds to the hegemony, then, and the Aegean
civilization promptly shows a last spurt of vigour, reaching
and overrunning Cyprus, trading with Sicily, and being
accepted now for the first time by the secluded barbarians
of Thessaly, from whence probably the ancestors of Homer's
heroes were to come. Architecture and the arts of fortification
are practised with great skill; the potter's craftsmanship
improves, and Minoan art is assiduously imitated. L.M. I
or L.M. II vase-painting is to L.M. Ill (or Mycenaean) as
the Aeneid is to the later Latin epic in the hands of, say,
Silius Italicus. The Mycensean people—probably descended
from Minoan colonists who had intermarried with Greek
natives—have clearly assimilated much of Minoan civilization.
And yet the mischief is done. There is an end of that
pax Minoa in the south Aegean, to which the unwalled town
of Knossos bears witness, and of that unrivalled sea-power,
of which early Greek poets had heard the rumour. No
people in Europe had the conception of the use of force
to preserve peace, unless, as is likely, Minos the lawgiver
and his officers ; and they had lost confidence, and on them
disaster had fallen. It is not necessary to kill off whole
nations in order to break the heart of a civilization.
The change in the state of affairs in the eastern Mediter*
ranean is immediately made clear by Ilittite and Egyptian
records. No more peaceful and elegant Keftiu come with
presents to the Pharaoh's court, Amenhotep III receives

